
Feature roadmap

SherlockDaily

Android support
We will be adding an Android version of the FlyPaper mobile 

app to the Google Play Store

The superintendent daily reporting tool you’ve been 

waiting for. Simply and elegantly store and collect data for 

daily jobsite reports from any device or platform, and 

integrate it with the tools you already use. 

The one tool that distills your Navisworks 
workday down to only a few seconds. A truly 

powerful tool, designed to simply work.

Batch
Adding the ability to batch rename clashes and to batch export 

fbx models based on selection and search sets.

Integration with third party 
applications
Continue to expand on third-party integrations with Cloud 

Push, which Automatically pushes Daily data to other popular 

daily reporting to like BIM360 Field, Procore, Box Reporting/Clash tracking
Automatic clash tracking with the ability to report on the overall 

progress of coordination broken down by trade.

Publish viewpoints of clash groups with Orient floor plan and 3d 

view viewpoints.

BIM 360
We will be making a new cloud based version of Sherlock.  This 

will allow us to bring Sherlock features to BIM 360 coordinate 

and additional functionality that you may be missing from 

Navisworks.

PlanScan integration
You already planned your day using PlanScan so why do you 

need to write out the things you did today? Let Daily pull that 

information from PlanScan.

PlanScan
PlanScan is a powerful Pull Planning tool that 

enables you to seamlessly merge your existing 

sticky note based process with the tracking and 

management capabilities of a cloud-based 

collaborative platform.

Third party integrations
Easily import activities from Primavera P6 and keep P6 up to 

date with schedule changes made during Pull Planning.

Collaboration
PlanScan allows you and your team to create and manage all 

aspects of the Pull Planning process. From Activities to 

Constraints, to Milestones, to assigning Predecessors and 

Origins.

Reports
With PlanScan you can produce powerful reports with a click of 

a button.  Get a full 2-week lookahead report, see how your 

team’s Percent Plan Complete improves over time and view a 

current report of Constraints that are impacting work

Physical sticky notes
The beauty of PlanScan is that it maintains your existing sticky 

note based process or it can be done completely virtually. At 

any time you can print activities and milestones onto sticky 

notes for use on a physical board and when activities move on 

the board a simple scan with our mobile app automatically 

keeps the platform up to date.


